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ABSTRACT: Nanostructured electrodes are among the most important candidates for
high-capacity battery chemistry. However, the high surface area they possess causes serious
issues. First, it would decrease the Coulombic eﬃciencies. Second, they have signiﬁcant
intakes of liquid electrolytes, which reduce the energy density and increase the battery cost.
Third, solid-electrolyte interphase growth is accelerated, aﬀecting the cycling stability.
Therefore, the interphase chemistry regarding electrolyte contact is crucial, which was rarely
studied. Here, we present a completely new strategy of limiting eﬀective surface area by
introducing an “electrolyte-phobic surface”. Using this method, the electrolyte intake was
limited. The initial Coulombic eﬃciencies were increased up to ∼88%, compared to ∼60%
of the control. The electrolyte-phobic layer of Si particles is also compatible with the binder,
stabilizing the electrode for long-term cycling. This study advances the understanding of
interphase chemistry, and the introduction of the universal concept of electrolyte-phobicity
beneﬁts the next-generation battery designs.
KEYWORDS: battery solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI), surface chemistry, electrolyte-phobicity, perﬂuorocarbon coating
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develop a variety of innovative material designs.7,14,17−21
Utilizing these nanostructures is a useful strategy to buﬀer the
volume expansion of Si during lithiation.22 However, nanoporous Si anodes reported to date suﬀer from low ﬁrst-cycle
Coulombic eﬃciencies,22 because of the large intrinsic surface
area and high reaction activity of the nanoporous structure. The
absorption of a large amount of liquid electrolytes by the porous
structure also reduces the overall energy density and increases
the cost of the battery. Therefore, a new strategy allowing
minimum electrolyte inﬁltration, while maintaining maximum
performance, is a key requirement for a new generation of
porous Si nanostructures.
Herein, we introduce the universal concept of an “electrolytephobic surface” to address the problems seen in high-surfacearea nanostructured materials. Electrolyte-phobic surfaces
reduce the eﬀective surface area, leaving the interior void
space unaﬀected and bringing minimum changes to the
structure itself. The intake of electrolyte was thus controlled at
a low level. The designed electrolyte-phobic sample in practice

anostructured electrodes, innovatively and rationally
designed to enable high capacity battery chemistry, are
holding great promise and substantial signiﬁcance today.1−14
Nanostructures are able to resolve the volume change and
mechanical fragmentation issues that high-capacity battery
materials suﬀer. However, they present high surface area and
high reaction activity, which poses ﬁnal obstacles for the realworld applications of these electrodes in batteries, that is, (1) the
high surface area of nanomaterials causes a large amount of
liquid electrolyte intake at the electrode level, which reduces the
overall energy density and increases the cost of the battery; (2)
coulombic eﬃciencies drop signiﬁcantly, since the side chemical
reactions scale with surface area and reaction activity;15 and (3)
the formation and growth of solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI)
layers are accelerated, aﬀecting the cycling stability and battery
performance. In the past, there have been attempts to use a
coating layer on secondary particles16 to reduce surface area.
Here, we present a completely new idea of limiting eﬀective
surface area by controlling the wetting behavior of the
electrolyte.
To demonstrate this strategy, we choose Si as the model
material. Si has 10 times the theoretical speciﬁc capacity of
traditional graphite anodes. However, the large volume
expansion of Si during battery operation poses a major
challenge, causing complications such as mechanical fracture,
loss of interparticle electrical contact, and recurring side
reactions with the electrolyte. Researchers have been urged to
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Figure 1. Design and structure of the pSi:PFD. (a) The reaction schemes for preparing porous silicon nanoparticles by MaCE and subsequent surface
treatment by hydrosilylation. (b) Design strategy: In the case of pristine porous silicon nanoparticles, there is rapid electrolyte inﬁltration and SEI
formation during battery operations.

achieved an 88% initial Coulombic eﬃciency compared to the
control sample without the electrolyte-phobic property, which
showed a mere 60% eﬃciency under the same conditions. With
enhanced van der Waals interactions23−33 between the PVDF
binder and silicon, the covalently linked surface coating
promotes great robustness of the electrode when using the
conventional PVDF binders. The cycling stability would
therefore be enhanced.

pSi:PFD samples show surface/void space coverage by the
amorphous organic material.39
Battery Testing, Mechanism, and Proof-of-Concept
Studies. Coin cells with metallic lithium counter electrodes
were fabricated to evaluate the electrochemical performance
(see Supporting Information, Materials and Methods, for
details). Figure 3c−f shows the half-cell data. For the ﬁrst
three cycles, at a current density of C/20 (1C = 4.2 A g−1) the
reversible capacity of both pSi:PFD and the control sample, pSi,
were up to ∼3800 mAh g−1 Si, only 10% less than the theoretical
capacity of Si anodes (4200 mAh g−1 Si).
Such high capacities dispel doubts whether the porous
structure internally would maintain an electrically connected
status. From the performance and normal cycling proﬁle (Figure
3d and Figure S6) of the pSi:PFD-based anodes, another doubt
would be dispelled whether the electrolyte-phobic surface
coverage of perﬂuorocarbon chains could hinder the lithiation
and delithiation process. The stacked perﬂuorocarbon chains
likely oﬀer lithium migrating channels so that lithium ions can
easily pass through them.
For the later cycles (the fourth and thereafter), continued
cycling at a higher rate of C/2 was employed. Figure 3c shows
that the capacity of pSi quickly decreased to ∼200 mAh g−1 as
early as ∼30 cycles and remained this low value thereafter. In
dramatic contrast, the capacity of pSi:PFD is seen to remain at
2000 mAh g−1 at 60 cycles and 1750 mAh g−1 at 100 cycles.
Although further work is needed to meet the commercial
standard, the pSi:PFD materials have a far more superior
capacity retention than the pristine pSi.
In a practical battery, cycling stability is not the only important
merit. High Coulombic eﬃciencies (especially early cycle) are
equally crucial. A lower early cycle Coulombic eﬃciency denotes
a greater Li-ion loss and electrolyte consumption during SEI
formation. For porous silicon, the high surface area of the porous
structure induces more side reactions, resulting in fast and
continuous SEI formation and lowered Coulombic eﬃciencies.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Materials Design and Characterization. We prepared
porous silicon via a metal-assisted chemical etching (MaCE)
method34,35 on silicon submicron-particles with a mean size of
800 nm. Previous reports showed that the critical fracture sizes
of crystalline Si are around 240−400 nm for nanopillars and
nanowires36 or 150 nm for nanoparticles.37 After the MaCE
process, these porous silicon (pSi) particles kept their original
size but their inner structures became porous (Figure 1a). The
void space in the porous structure (Figures 2b and S2) oﬀers the
silicon walls an opportunity to readily expand and contract.
In order to achieve an electrolyte-phobic surface, the pSi
submicron-particles were treated with hydrosilylation by
1H,1H,2H-perﬂuoro-1-decene (PFD) (Figure 1a), covalently
linking PFD chains onto the pSi surface.38 Fourier-transform
infrared (FTIR) spectrum (Figure S1), energy-dispersive X-ray
(EDX) mapping (Figure S3 and Figure 2c−f), and X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectra (Figure 2g−i) of the
perﬂuorocarbon-coated porous silicon nanoparticles (pSi:PFD)
show there is successful covalent and uniform coating on the
surface. The coating layer was ﬁrm and resistant to moderate
physical friction due to the silicon−carbon covalent bonds. After
coating, the porous structure of the particle was not
compromised (Figure 2b and Figure S4). We expect minimized
electrolyte inﬁltration when these pSi:PFD particles were
immersed in electrolytes (Figure 1b). TEM images of the
B
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Figure 2. Materials characterization. (a) A typical TEM image of a single porous silicon particle (scale bar: 20 nm) The internal void space of the
porous silicon particle is distinct. (b) TEM image of a pSi:PFD where the pores are seen to be ﬁlled with soft, amorphous carbon material. (c−f) EDX
mapping of the pSi:PFD particle. (g) XPS survey scan of the pristine porous silicon particles (pSi, in black) and the pSi:PFD (in blue). (h,i) Highresolution XPS spectra of carbon 1s peaks and silicon 2p peaks.

What we emphasize here is the improvement in early cycle
Coulombic eﬃciencies of pSi:PFD. As shown in Figure 3e,
pSi:PFD has a signiﬁcantly higher ﬁrst-cycle Coulombic
eﬃciency up to 88%, while pSi has ∼60%. In later cycles, the

Coulombic eﬃciency of pSi:PFD and pSi increased to 99.3%
and 99.8%, respectively. As a reference, the ﬁrst-cycle
Coulombic eﬃciency in commercial graphite anodes is 90−
94%, increasing to 99.9% in later cycles.40 We attribute the
C
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Figure 3. Battery fabrication and testing. (a) Diﬀerent wetting behavior of electrodes made from pSi:PFD and the pristine pSi. (b) A comparison
between the mass of absorbed electrolytes on diﬀerent electrodes (error bars based on of ﬁve parallel measurements). (c) Reversible delithiation
capacity for the ﬁrst 100 galvanostatic cycles of pSi:PFD and the pristine pSi. (d) Voltage proﬁles of the pSi:PFD and pSi plotted for the ﬁrst cycles. The
ﬁrst two cycles of both samples are plotted in Figure S6. (e) Coulombic eﬃciencies of the ﬁrst 100 cycles for pSi:PFD and the pristine pSi. (f)
Accumulated lithium consumption for pSi:PFD and the pristine pSi for the ﬁrst 10 cycles.

measured at 23.98° (Figure 3a). In contrast, the pSi electrode
surface favored a complete wetting of the electrolyte droplet.
Apparently the pSi:PFD electrode surface was electrolytephobic while the control was electrolyte-philic, which proves our
hypothesis that the eﬀective surface area accessible by the
electrolyte is minimized in the case of pSi:PFD.
Another quantiﬁable demonstration of wetting employed a
common drop-casting method. After quickly removing the
electrolyte above the electrode surface, we were able to weigh
the electrode with absorbed electrolyte (Figure 3b). The same
amount of active materials after absorbing electrolyte weighed
noticeably diﬀerent. The pSi:PFD electrode absorbed 0.36 ±
0.11 mg of electrolyte while the pSi electrode absorbed 0.92 ±
0.13 mg.
Apart from the electrode-level demonstration of the electrolyte-phobic property, we did a simple particle-level study using
optical microscopy (Figure S5). When immersed in the same
electrolyte, the color of pSi:PFD particles appeared lighter and
the color of pSi particles appeared darker. This is due to pSi

greatly enhanced initial Coulombic eﬃciencies of pSi:PFD to
the unique wetting behavior of such a porous structure. The
electrolyte-phobic nature of the electrode materials lowers the
accessible surface area and minimizes side reactions signiﬁcantly.
Meanwhile, the internal porous structure still allows the silicon
walls to expand and contract instead of cracking. This guarantees
the cycling stability in these tests. On the other hand, the pristine
pSi structure has a greater tendency to break and fail owing to
the uncontrolled SEI formation on the internal surface, which
accounts for its poor cycling stability. A comparison between the
accumulated lithium consumption during cycling (Figure 3f)
showed pSi lost more lithium during the ﬁrst 10 cycles.
To demonstrate the electrolyte-phobicity of our sample, the
same batches of electrodes made from pSi:PFD and pSi
employed for the battery testing were used in the following
experiment. The electrolyte solution with the exact composition
in the battery testing was set onto the horizontally placed
electrode surface. The electrolyte droplet on pSi:PFD electrode
surface showed distinct curvature and the contact angle was
D
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Figure 4. DFT simulation results: Charge density diﬀerence plots of the stable adsorption of ethyl carbonate, diethyl carbonate, ﬂuoroethylene
carbonate, and vinylene carbonate over all-hydride terminated (SiHx), hydroxide-terminated (SiOHx−1), and ﬂuorocarbon-chain-terminated
(Si(C3F7)Hx−1) Si surfaces. Color code for atoms: gray, Si; red, C; blue, H; yellow, F; and green, O. The isosurface level is set to be 0.00025 eÅ−3, blue
and pink isosurfaces indicate charge accumulation and depletion, respectively.

later cycles, the lithium consumption of both electrodes reached
a similar and very low level (Figure S12), proving that the initial
cycles were crucial to the battery performance in general
(considering the drastic diﬀerence in their corresponding
cycling performance shown in Figure 3).
DFT Simulations. In addition to the macroscopic
(electrode-level and particle-level) studies, it is important to
delve deeper and evaluate on the molecular level. Therefore, we
performed density functional theory (DFT) simulations to
probe diﬀerent binding modes and to evaluate the corresponding binding energies of each constituent molecule of the
electrolyte on the surface sites of pSi:PFD and pSi. VDW forces
were taken into account by utilizing a dispersion corrected
approach (DFT+D2)41,42 (see Supporting Information, Materials and Methods, for details).
Stronger interactions would contribute to a more wettable
surface. According to the binding energy values in Figure 4, the
electrolyte molecules bind more strongly to the pristine surfaces
than the perﬂuorocarbon-chain-terminated surface. Moreover,
high energy substrates (the pristine silicon substrates) are more
easily wet than low energy substrates (the perﬂuorocarbonchain-terminated surface).43 The electrolyte droplet is a
molecular liquid with a relative low surface tension. Therefore,
when the droplet was set onto a high-energy surface, the
inevitable outcome is complete wetting. The capillary motion
would also facilitate the wetting process. While on the treated
substrate, the packed perﬂuorocarbon chains are held by weak
VDW force. Extremely weak VDW interactions with the solvent
molecules stem from the low density of interaction sites, which
can be estimated with a standard self-assembled monolayer
(SAM) model.44 The hydrophobicity from this origin is
anticipated not only for water but also for polar liquids with
high cohesive energies. The solvent carbonate molecules used
here (EC, DEC, FEC, and VC) have high cohesive energies,

particles absorbing electrolyte while pSi:PFD particles did not.
These light scattering diﬀerences were derived from the
refractive index change when liquid ﬁlls the void space where
there was trapped air originally.
Conveniently, the cycling stability beneﬁts not only from the
electrolyte-phobic nature of pSi:PFD electrodes but also from
the binder eﬀect. As illustrated in Figure S7, with perﬂuorocarbon coating the pSi:PFD surface possesses enhanced van
der Waals (VDW) interactions with the PVDF binder. This adds
to the robustness of the electrode, making it more resistant to
electrode-level degradation during cycling. We demonstrated
this eﬀect with microscopy studies. The copper electrodes
calendared with active materials, as used in actual battery cycling
tests, exhibited diﬀerent extensibilities and robustness when
exposed to the same stress. We bent the electrodes to a certain
angle (101°). Under SEM, the pSi-based electrode showed
fracture at this bent angle whereas the pSi:PFD based electrode
was intact (Figure S8). With enhanced VDW interactions
between PVDF and perﬂuorocarbon surface, the particles are
held together much more strongly. This revelation inspires
opportunities for battery development employing Si anodes
without binder. The perﬂuorocarbon surface could act as PVDF
and bind the particles together. The envisioned beneﬁts of
binder-free anodes would be enormous. First, there is greatly
enhanced electrical conductivity. Second, to be free of PVDF
means less electrochemically inactive material, which leads to a
higher capacity. Third, less carbon additive would be needed.
In order to further conﬁrm that the electrolyte-phobic surface
minimized electrolyte inﬁltration and prevented fast SEI
formation in initial cycles, we did XPS studies on the pSi:PFD
electrode ex situ following battery operations. The XPS spectra
collected after one cycle exhibited evidence for a dominant
surface species of perﬂuorocarbon molecules, but a negligible
amount of SEI components by comparison (Figure S11). In the
E
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Figure 5. In situ TEM characterization of the perﬂuorocarbon-coated porous silicon particle during lithiation. (a−d) Lithiation of a perﬂuorocarbon
coated porous silicon particle (scale bar: 400 nm). (e) Schematic of the in situ TEM electrochemical cell used in this study. (f) Schematic of the volume
expansion of Si within the porous structure.

■

beneﬁting from their large permanent dipoles.45 Therefore, the
surface is expected to undergo partial wetting for the electrolyte
solvents, rather than complete wetting. On the molecular and
soft bulk materials level, both factors guarantee that the treated
surface is not as wettable as the pristine surface.
In Situ TEM Study. During lithiation and cycling of
conventional silicon particle-based anodes, the volume
expansion of Si would lead to electrode particle fracture,
disconnection between particles, and ﬁnally capacity loss and
limited cycle life. To demonstrate the lithiation process of the
pSi:PFD particle in situ, we used a nanoscale electrochemical cell
inside the TEM (as shown in the scheme in Figure 5e).46,47
These experiments open a window for us to observe directly
silicon’s intrinsic volume expansion during battery cycling and to
observe if there is particle level fracture. From Figure 5a−d and
Supporting Information Video 1, we could see the pSi:PFD
particle expanded moderately and did not show fracture during
the whole lithiation process. This observation indicates that the
internal void space is being occupied in the lithiation process by
the expanding silicon, as shown by the schematic in Figure 5f. It
is worth noting that we observed in the lithiation/expansion
process that the original particle remained as a whole and
retained its electrical contact internally. The porous structure
and uniformly distributed void space signiﬁcantly helped
dissipate the interior stress caused by the volume expansion.
In previous reports on the in situ observation of nonporous Si
nanoparticle or microparticle lithiation, these particles showed
clear cracks, quite distinct from what we observed in the case of
pSi:PFD.37 In addition, multiple particles were observed to stick
to each other during the lithiation process. The large particle
aggregate (in red in Figure 5a−d) did not disintegrate even
without the presence of a binder, which is due to the enhanced
surface interactions between coated pSi:PFD particles. This
observation further supports our argument in previous
discussions that the perﬂuorocarbon coating helps to improve
the electrode-level robustness, contributing to the long-term
cycling stability.

CONCLUSION
Our strategy, described for the ﬁrst time herein, has solved a
long-standing problem that has perplexed researchers: the
complications caused by the high surface area of nanostructured
electrodes. Speciﬁcally, we established a facile synthetic
approach to coat the surface of the active material with a
chemically tethered perﬂuorocarbon that provides it with a
unique nonwetting behavior making it impervious to the
electrolyte. This innovative design reduces the accessible surface
area of the active material in nanostructured anodes, minimizes
side reactions during SEI formation, enhances the initial
Coulombic eﬃciencies, improves the cycling stability, and limits
the electrolyte intake to a low level.
Moreover, this surface design strategy achieves compatibility
of the Si surface with the conventional PVDF binder, enhancing
the electrode-level stability during cycling.
Through precise tuning of the synthesis−structure−property
relationships, we have signiﬁcantly improved all performance
metrics. We envision the concept of electrolyte-phobic
perﬂuorocarbon coatings could prove to be a general strategy
for minimizing the accessible surface area of high-surface-area
materials in future applications in advanced batteries.
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